Shropshire Shufflers - Club Run Leaders Guide
This Guide covers coaches and run leaders. It sets out the basic principles for all formal club
training sessions to mitigate the risks that have been identified and need mitigation (see
appropriate training session risk assessments). Run Leaders should constantly assess the
risks encountered during their individual club training sessions and inform the Club of any
changes they consider necessary to the Clubs’ training session risk assessment(s)
Run Leaders:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Club training sessions are broken into ability levels, and numbers within ability
groups should NOT exceed 12 and be kept to a manageable and safe level for the
type of activity and ability of each Group and the Run Leader’s experience. The group
size may be expanded to 15 runners (in a road session only) when an experienced
run leader is leading, and the session does not require close monitoring of running
technique or feedback ton individual runners such as an urban run with no specific
training focus
Run Leaders are all qualified and insured to lead a running group by attending and
passing an EA Leadership in Running Fitness (LiRF) Course followed by run leader
mentoring arranged by the Club Coaching Team.
Run Leaders are fully paid-up club members with at least two years and experience
of running within the same ability groups.
Run Leaders are identified by wearing a Hi-Viz yellow tabard emblazoned with
‘Shropshire Shufflers COACH’ on the front and back. (Not applicable to Track)
Run Leaders must read the appropriate road running or track risk assessment and
understand the risks identified and implement the mitigations identified
Run Leaders must carry a mobile phone.
Routes are planned and checked beforehand by the Run Leader and will be adapted
according to the seasonal and enduring weather conditions, the group’s individual
ability levels and unplanned hazards encountered during the training session.
Before every Club Training Session the Run Leader should;

•

•

The nominated Run Leader for each session should not less than one hour before
each session make a decision about the running conditions and post a notice on the
Club Facebook page if the decision taken is that the running conditions make running
for that session unsafe and cancel it – primarily considering flooding, excessive cold
or heat, or snow or ice
Run Leaders should check that they know who is attending their session through the
booking system
At the start of each Club Training Session the Run Leader should:

•

Ensure that the runners they have in their session were those booked to attend and
you should never have more than twelve/fifteen runners (see above)

•

Introduce themselves and brief on the session as deemed applicable

•

Count the numbers in the group - check the group for:
o Injuries or any medical conditions they should be made aware of
o Appropriate dress for the weather and light level conditions
o Adequate footwear

•
•
•

Ensure each member attending knows other people in the group
Advise the group that if a runner is not able to continue with the group session that
they must inform you as the run leader
Do a steady warm up with the group.
During each Club Training Session, the Run Leader should:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Monitor the group for any issues or injuries
Give instructions on the route / exercise to be followed
Re-count the group at regular opportunities to ensure nobody is left behind. If a
runner is found to be missing please make reasonable efforts to retrace your route
and locate the runner
Maintain good control and safety for the group
Revise the route according to the presence of unplanned encounters of hazardous
traffic, fauna, flora, roadworks, weather, poor lighting or running route conditions.
During Hot Weather reduce the intensity of training appropriately
During Cold Weather avoid chilling long stops
Apply the Club Emergency & Non-Emergency Injuries Procedure when required
(printed on the Clubs’ risk assessment)
At the end of each Club Training Session the run leader should:

•
•
•
•

Conduct a steady warm down
Confirm all have returned
Check for any injuries
Any incidents and Near Misses should be reported on the Club Incident Form
available from the Club Webpage within 24 hr
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